Primal Times
ISSUE 2 Vol.III Juon

still only 10 grulls

MERCENARIES GO HOME

A large group of mercenaries were
forced to withdraw from a recent mission sponsored by the Hard Core Mining Company.
The company had employed them to
clear out a new mine they’d opened up
near Forgetown but apparently the
assembled mercenaries, including
members of the renowned Rubicon
Reavers Gobball team were driven off.
The Primal Times would be interested
to hear the mercenary side of the
story. Read the full statement of the
Hard Core Mining Company on page 5

Mercenary Thanks

Master of Primus for Sale!

We would like to offer our thanks
to the hard work of mercenaries.
Thanks to the efforts of those mercenaries involved in the initial clearing of the blue tower, and those involved in
obtaining the various components
for the rites for both the Blue and
Ivory tower. Thanks to their efforts
both towers constructions are under
way and near to completion. The
Blue tower appears to be strong and
hale. While the Ivory tower is intact
the mystical power around it is still
weak, but hopefully this will stabilise itself with time.

Rumours abound that Palewise, notable member of
the esteemed Blunt Club, and scholar of some note,
was seen enquiring as to whether anyone would like
to buy a Master of Primus for their mantlepiece.
Apparently while travelling with a group of mercenaries he’d trapped the spirit of one such within
a strange wooden hourglass. We are unsure whether he was merely jesting, but it would certainly be
something of a coup to have such on the mantlepiece.
ADVERTISEMENT

Flask ’s Flasks - for all your alchemical and
herbalist needs.
Potions, salves,
tinctures and
bandages.

Limited supplies
of Tamarisk now
in stock!

Magus Vincent
Grey Tower
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Just ask for Tomas Miller at the Halgar Corn Exchange

Appledell Cider now on
sale at Blunt Club
The famed and rare Appledell Cider,
brewed by the halflings of Scathis
Vale, is now being served exclusively at the Blunt Club in Halgar,
and at other subsidiaries around the
Empire. We are unsure how such a
deal was arranged, but it is certainly
something of a coup.

REGIONAL NEWS
The Brandins

FAR NORTH

Minotaur’s Horn
Tribe Defeated

Everwinter halted at
Capulastan’s Regret

We are pleased to report that thanks to the work
of a brave band of mercenaries, allies of Myron
have been defeated within the Brandin Mountains.
Kail, Crepitus, Nathanial, Lucas, Anarchus, Rus,
Lodias, Jacoby and Tirak slew the majority of the
Minotaur’s Horn tribe, consisiting or orcs, gnolls and goblins.
The Minotaur’s Horn had been empowered by an
ancient tribal spirit called Teratopec which had recently been
released from its prison within an altar, in a shrine to
Ea in a nearby village. Teratopec granted those who
worshipped it powers of dominion which were
being used to enslave many tribal creatures in the area.
The brave band were able to recapture Teratopec and bind
him back to the altar after collecting the stolen chains
which had apparently allowed it to escape in the first place.
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Imperial troops attached to the 28th
Legion would like to report that after mercenary activity within the far
north around Capulastan’s Regret all
stragglers attached to the daemonic
fey held of Everwinter that fled the
initial assault have been captured
or killed. No sign was found of any
leadership and no further attacks
have been forthcoming. They believe
the area safe and that Acolyte Delorn
has no doubt turned his attention
elsewhere. The Empire would like to
thank the mercenaries involved for
their diligent and timely work.
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IMPERIAL NEWS
Mercenaries Honoured (again)
The Primal Times would like to congratulate those
mercenaries who have been honoured this year by the
Senate, some of them for the second year running.
In recognition of all his work within the south for his never ending fight against the
Spiter and his followers, Thor vo Talthar is re-elected Esquire of the Order of Glass
In recognition for his actions in the face of many enemies in the defence of his fellow
adventures, the people across the realms and the protection of the Empire, Amorus
Neville De’Ville is re-elected Esquire of the Order of Glass.
In recognition of his amount of work over the years for Thimon, The South and the
Empire, Haruld vo Shaehan is re-elected Esquire of the Order of Glass.
In recognition of several years of exemplary years service with no thought for himself,
having died countless times and for his work over the Dawn, and the summer; where
he was instrumental in killing several of the Disciples seconds, David Stone is elected
Esquire of the Order of Glass.
In recognition for all his work in the defence of the Empire and its people, Diomedes is
elected Esquire of the Order of Glass
In recognition of several years of exemplary years service with no thought for himself,
having died countless times and for his work over the Dawn, and the summer; where
he was instrumental in killing several of the Disciples seconds, Aramis De’Ville is reelected Esquire of the Order of Glass.
In recognition of several years of exemplary years service with no thought for himself,
having died countless times and for his work over the Dawn, and the summer; where
he was instrumental in killing several of the Disciples seconds, and for his part in the
recovery of Port Miere, Commander Joseph Vlasto is re-elected Esquire of the Order of
Glass.
In recognition of her extraordinary and continuing efforts in bringing the might and
knowledge of the Imperial Seers to bear in defence of the Empire, and providing unusual assistance to the mercenary caste, Lady Elinor Vascane is elected Esquire of the
Order of Glass
The Senate wish to formally announce a Vote of Thanks on behalf of the Empire to
the Knights Of The Land for all their actions over the years for the protection for the
Empire and the lands and people beyond this realm, and for their actions against the
Spiter and Myron.

ALGUZ

Thor was seen returning to Alguz and heard

, “&^&* ing

muttering to Aven his high priest

elementals, some people couldn’t
find sand in Ishma”
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A Grateful Empress

The Empress extends her
personal gratitude to the following courageous and loyal
mercenaries for their work in
defeating a potent and dangerous threat to the strength and
stability of the Empire: Lord
Ben Winterhaven, Kaspian Fellow, Keelshadow, Lord Urien
Be’Akris, Willoughby Chase
and Yeoman Nathaniel. It is
thanks to the tireless efforts of
these mercenaries that the people of the Empire can sleep safely in their beds tonight and the
Blauz run in fear from the glorious soldiers of the Empire. Additionally, thanks are extended
to Mojo-Rein Majius, Private
Crepitus of the 28th Imperial
Legion, Invictus and Niveus
Sett (lamented).
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He’s unwell because of Appledell

￼

BILDTEVE

Amber Storm over
Highlands

A strange Amber Storm was
seen sweeping out from the
northen spur of the Bildteve
Highlands on the first Starsday
of Juon. It left both lord and
peon agape as it flooded over
them with a blur of strange
rushing images; scenes of war
and conflict, of a noble man
brought low, executed and then
saved, and a strange twisted fey
impaled by shards of nagrech
raging against the world. As
swiftly as it had come it faded,
dissipating harmlessly after
little more than half a minute
or so, but leaving images and
imprints that would last a great
deal longer.

Ghouls slain!!!

Just look for the Sign of the Vomiting Hobbit

Martin of Versey along with
other mercenaries, and Heroes
for Hire, were seen culling various Ghouls in the Bildteve rural
lands. Always a good show!! At
least the Church of the Lady of
the stars has stopped murdering
innocent people.

Son of Saladin?
Pretty Painful Death To Visit
Local militia have reported an increase in the number of strange and
unlicensed ‘religious gatherings’ in the underparts of the city. The
cults seem to venerate and worship some sort of ‘harbinger of death’.
One report mentioned that an ancient evil has “been given human
form and walks the city, for soon to visit beautiful, painful death
upon us all!” Watch-Captain Marius was unavailable for comment.
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A small community of Light
Elves was pleased to see Tai, the
White Wyrm, arriving to help
them. Puzzled by his need for
armour and shield, and lack
of spear, they were soon taken
back by his desire to aid the
White Mana Dragon in these
times of need against the dangers that face it.
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Spoke to soon!!!

Looks like we spoke to soon. Reports reaching the city are of several locals, all worshippers of the Dark Deliverers, being slain in the rural lands. It seems they were out hunting for those responsible for attempting to attack
their Lord Zardos when they were killed. While no one was seen doing it locals say that Conrad and Martin of
Versey were in the area travelling the same trails. Now we know Conrad would never kill innocent people....
Mercenary Profile:

One is a deadly fighting machine.
The other is . . . a bear
Spenser: what a guy!

Hard Core Mine Shut Down
The Hardcore Mining Company has announced that its recently opened mine in
Tangfield is to be closed due to demonic
infestation. The mine had only been open a
short while and had been plagued by problems, including deaths, cave-ins and mysterious disappearances. The company hired a
large gathering of mercenaries to resolve the
trouble, but they were driven out of the mine
in scenes of some chaos.
A spokesman for Hardcore latter said – “As
best we can determine from the reports we
received, the caves beneath the mine held a
bound demon of Spite that been imprisoned.
All sorts of nutters and cultists have been
drawn here to try to release their demonic
master and these proved too much for our
mercenaries to handle. Following standard
operating procedure, we have collapsed the
access tunnels to seal the mine. We have no
intention of continuing mining operations
there – cost benefit analysis upon hiring further mercenaries was not favourable. We will
try to re-deploy our mine workers elsewhere,
but regrettably some jobs may be at risk”
Famed gobbal team, The Rubicon Reavers
are sponsored by Hardcore and were caught
up in the trouble. Fortunately they were all
able to escape unharmed. The team were reported to be shaken by the experience but
otherwise fine.

Rumours abound amongst the mercenary community that the legend which is Spencer Tuckford has
been been doing his usual job of being pretty undefeatable in combat.
That’s right there has been more from the man who
famously said ‘It’s ok I think i can probably handle
this for about 20 minutes’.
This time the bookish mind master proved that the
right requests at the right points make you pretty
undefeatable, this time it was requesting a couple of
wound staunches from his side kick Uhtred whilst
taking on what some mercenaries had been calling
an unkillable bear!
Spence and his team of sidekicks spent a day hunting
the bear responsible for the death of Brodie before
rumour has it that Spence took it on in single combat
with out even a shield to protect him!
What a guy! Although his good looks have been
marred a little by his rumble with the bear but given
the same bear ripped Brodie apart in one blow it just
enhances his reputation in this reporters eyes!
So just remember if you see a guy with a large scar
down the side of his face beware you could be tangling with one tough bear hunter!
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The Many Ways To Skin A Cat
On the Starsday 16th of Juon Grabnadz collected the boys to further expand the Catskinners interests in Cheapside, continuing
their good works within the city of Deci. The day’s efforts involved taking out a number of assests belonging to the Pursecutters, a somewhat more cerebral gang than the previously encountered Drunk’Hards.
First order of the day revolved around locating, reachmouries, which somewhat oddly appeared to conpurchased goods.

ing and destroying the largest of the Pursecutters’ artain a great many goods that had been legitimately

The day was somewhat eventful, in the
Marvok the Blade sending ripples through
by many to be somewhat insane, claiming to
exactly a person feared in Cheapside he was
harm him just in case Murder happened to
where Argoth might be. Being an outlaw Mara Farfolk, which proved to be a fairly smart
However what followed has, by all accounts, been

morning with the wanton Murder of
the streets of Cheapside. Marvok, believed
be a priest of the Murder. Whilst he was not
always treated well, no one really wanting to
be around the corner, after all you never know
vok was felled at the hands of a Keelshadow,
move, since Marvok’s spirit lashed in vengeance.
described as hilarious in the extreme.

The death of Marvok caused one of his blades to become envenomed and to dance and chase around those gathered who fled
in something akin to abject terror. Fortunately their mage, Clay Feybourn was not too sloppy in his response magnetising the
blade. After carefully examining the now restrained but still slightly twitching blade Clay was able to ascertain that a simple spell
of the 4th Rank was all that caused the problems. Drawing himself up he causally dispelled the 3rd rank spell, hardly had the
incantation left his lips when he realised he had gone and dispelled the self same binding spell that he had used to incapacitate
the blade which once more leapt up with even greater vengeance to strike out at all those around, leading to even greater panic
than previously. Eventually Clay was able to disenchant the correct spell, much to his chagrin and smirks from some of the
locals who were watching from mostly shuttered windows…
In the afternoon there was an unfortunate incident where heavy handed action lead to the deaths of two young street urchins
who just wanted to emulate a heavily armed group of mercenaries whom they believed were muggers and thieves, an almost
respectable trade in the City of Shadows. This lead Willoughby Chase, a Priest of Glass, and Bede a Priest of Dead Heroes to
remonstrate with those responsible for this rash action. Willoughby obviously a somewhat brave man to walk the streets of
Cheapside as an open Priest of Glass…
The Pursecutters, being somewhat smarter and more selective than most gangs, have a habit of hiring all their own help, had
placed the most powerful of their defences on the outside of the entrance to their vault, a pair of damn tough sentries. Working on the principle that making it damnable difficult to enter the lair and thus discourage the average adventurer from trying
to break in, never understanding the usual desire to put the most dangerous defence at the end of a lair.
Thus, having severly underestimated the strength of their opponents, even after using spells to restrain them, the Catskinners
blundered in and soon afterwards were fleeing for their lives, all apart from Charles, a curious attitude for a Goblin, although
apparently this failing in the usual racial reaction to danger was due to being a Cavalier. On the upside he was saved from death
by that fine constitution that Cavaliers are known for. In the end the matter of the sentries was handled adequately by a summonation of Cathbads, that, whilst failing to chill the soul of the remaining sentry was, eventually able to dispatch it, although
the game of Necromancer’s Charades after as the Wight tried to explain its efforts provided some amusement for those
gathered.
What happened within the Pursecutter vaults is known only to those who entered but at the end of the day the Catskinners
returned to the Cat’s Cradle with a box believed to contain the infamous Pursecutter’s mystic ledger, filled with lists of debts,
contacts and secrets with the potential to earn money to avoid embarrassment... however after some inspection in the safety of
the Cradle it was decided to pass the box to the Slumlord of Cheapside, the esteemed local businessman, information broker
and allegedly a sponsor of the Catskinners, Sire ‘Berry to deal with, which probably proved for the best in the end given the
20th rank black spell that protected it’s contents…
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EARTHOLME
Changeling attempts to replace prominent merchant!
Duel in streets! Talk of Invasion!
Merchantman Slater Flask, of the
Flask’s Flask chain of alchemists
and herbalists, was confronted by his
own countenance on the streets of
Eartholme. The two identical men
drew blades and fought in the streets.
The true Merchantman Flask slew
the changeling, who did not revert to
its true form. Rumours abound that a
race of such creatures is already
replacing other prominent members
of the city council.

Gothiel
Beneath the cover of starlight

Tamarisk Harvest gathered

A veritable army of farm labourers and wagons descended on the
three villages in the valley of Bledfield to gather what was surely
the largest Tamarisk harvest the Empire has ever seen. Paid for by
the Department for Mercenary Affairs, work continued late into
the night for several weeks as bundle after bundle of the valuable
herb was gathered and prepared for transit to alchemists across the
Empire. Estimates are that enough has been harvested to secure
the Empire’s supply for another six months at least. Had the Empire not acquired it it is certain that a number of merchants would
have made an absolute killing on the trade, and special thanks from
the people of the villages go to those mercenaries who defended
them from an attack by the Myronese. Of the excess funds, much
were paid to the merchants to bring new wood and stone to improve the village and to open trade routes through the area for the
future.

Twice in a day?

Priest returned to the city not once but twice carrying the fallen body of the Frozen Tiger Lament.
What powerful foes had the church been battling to
cause such a mighty warrior to die twice?
Pushing them back!! The Church once more were
seen spending time attacking, and
culling, Pine warriors outside of the city.

Priests were seen in hushed meetings with a light
elf discussing plans to strengthen the faith. There
was mention of the Black Lead but nothing else. Ziggs from the Rubicon Reavers says:
A word from
our Sponsors:
Nexergise
the
life
giving
drink
that
tastes like
bottled
sunlight
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Rising Star Thanks
The Rising star would like to thank
The Shadow Legion for its hard,
and on-going work, to assist the
mercenaries of the Empire. We are
looking forward to a long relationship with them.
News has filtered through to the
towers of High Magery that individuals have begun looking to
provide assistance to the Onyx and
Jade Dragons, some suggest even
building towers to them. Views
seemed mixed on this, one wizard
who refused to be named but was
wearing two toe deci boots, black
velvet robes from the 990’s and had
a pair of daggers said “if any black
wizards are seen doing this then
I’m sure they won’t be black wizards for long”.
Kurten Stanyiaki, or something
equally strange, was seen entering into the Local Shadow Legion
Guild halls. It seemed a bargain
had been struck with Kail and he
could have his pick of Scribes to
work for him. So after some discussion a young gentleman that had
failed the Imperial Scribes exams
due to asking to many questions

Mills End

They had fought hard to reach Mills End, travelling into the Mittlenacht,
familiar to any mercenary worth his salt, their life force drawing the chill
of the unwoven world to them, manifesting as shifting misty creatures.
It had been a day without serious incident and now the group had reached
the heart of the Mittlenacht. Having encountered and killed a number of
Dark Priests in black and blue regalia the mercenaries finally reached the
Shadow that was said to be responsible for it. In the dark Isaac Sol swung
the blade that Jonnis had blessed and the Shadow recalled as the blesséd
blade struck it. The blade sucked hungrily at the darkness until it collapsed the majority of the power and essence immediately flowing back to
its shadowless owner but its creator had made a slight error of judgement
and perhaps had invested too much of their power in the shadow as a fragment was lost but so small they did not notice.
With the death of the Shadow that bound the Mills End to its fate the
village, quite literally, was flipped out of the Mittlenacht and popped back
onto Primus where it belonged, if perhaps, somewhat
subtly changed by its weeks
in the Mittlenacht.

Several wagons of wheat have
been seen coming down from
the Far North.
It seems that whilst
mercenaries aren’t very keen to
farm that won’t
stop them making a quick business deal with farmers if the
opportunity is right!
A strange sunch of Mercenaries gather for much
frivolities in Halgar on the 23rd Juon in aid of the
Air Tower. The support that was needed was found
in the form of Primus’ most Depressed Lich and the
rites that were required were cast later that evening,
as lightning cracked and thunder boomed during a
strangely coloured sunset. The ritualist responsible
for the fantastic light show has refused to talk to us
on grounds that he is too busy, but we have it from
one Mercenary, named Clopan, that this lich has “No
Friends”, Sad Mask, Sad Mask indeed.

The Judiciary would like to warn the Mercenary community that there
are rising numbers of Anti-Champions and
Unholy Warriors being handed
in to watch houses through out the Empire.
The Judiciary would like to
thank the community for their vigilance and
reiterate that such
outlaws have a bounty payable on the delivery of their heads. We can
only speculate what is causing these hardened criminals to leave their
evil lairs in such numbers.

Blend Spends

The mage Blend has been reported
to offer excellent pay for those
seeking work. Already people are
arriving at the city gates from the
other cities enticed by his offers.
They are gathering around the
taverns on and around Drakkon Square.

Work has began on a new shrine in the city. It seems that Onyx
magic is tyring to lay a marker out that it is here to stay as work
begins on a shrine in the north of the city.
In further news, the owner of a curiosity shop specialising in
tribal trinkets, just off the Market Square, was found murdered
in his shop, there was talk of bandits that had snuck into the
city under the guise of Conveyors, but only piles of pebbles
were found at the scene of the crime.
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Tat-Peddlers at the blunt end of the deal

Local traders and tinkerers have seen an increase
in old friends resurfacing to “borrow” artifacts
they have for sale, to only find out they never knew
these people in the first place. this is being
attributed to an increase in membership of a certain drinking club that we are not allowed to name
for no reason whatsoever.
Strange whisperings are heard coming from the
drain covers all over the city, some think that the
are hearing the words of the Restore life Miracle,

IVORY INVASION

Big Tab Means Smiles All Round

A strange group of fey were seen in Halgar on the 24th Juon.
Much drinking was involved, especially as the Fey names Smiler
put down a tab for anyone to use in the Useless Mare Tavern. A
certain Ivory drave was seen lecturing them on the uses of Ivory
magic and the flexbility of the code that they should live to,
Laughter was heard all across the city.
The HUGE tab put down as the man only known as “Smiler” in
the Useless Mare Tavern was finally exhaused in the early hours,
after a huge crown left the tavern and headed to seedier rooms
and establishments. Many Children will be concieved on this
night, and its down all down to the this mystery man.
Again, local traders fall prey to members of a certain Drinking
Club, when will their trinkets be safe?

Halgar has been inundated with Ivory Draves
recently. They all rush to work on the Ivory tower,
to hasten its completion. When questioned about where they came from, all refused to answer on the grounds
it might incriminate them.

The Court of Smoke and Jacks strike at the Ivory Tower, stealing artifacts used in the warding rituals. These
artifacts were located and returned by a small, elite group of “steady but effective” mercenaries, who are also a
troupe of musicians travelling under the name “Beards Grunt”, whose music can only be described as like “a
dirty underground Dwarven S***, one that makes you want to clean your soul afterwards”
Meanwhile a small fey was kidnapped by what can only be described as a team of highly organised and coordinated ivory draves. Does anyone know his whereabouts ?

The Observant Fishermen of Primus
Local fishermen have again noticed something which no one else has.
I tell you if local fishermen got any more observant the Empire could
bung them in their own legion and call them Imperial Pathfinders.
Need someone to watch your warehouse, guard your evil lair, just
ask the local fishermen. No threat goes unnoticed. Actually it’s not
that interesting, they just found some bodies, encased in ice, washed
up on the shore. They were well
rotted, as was their stuff, but what was left of the clothing looked old
and well made. Not that that helps much.
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THIMON

scarlene
The common folk of Scarlene are all talking about ‘Rus of
Shaehan and how it’s Good to be Evil. Sources are confused
as to whether this represents a possible change to the tennets
of Shaehan, whether these are the personal views of ‘Rus or
whether there’s been some sort of mix up.
There are rumors that Myronese agents are active in the rural areas of Scarlene and are seeking to draw attention away
from the war effort.
Powerful heroes took a short break from their normal mercenary duties to clear the area of local banditry. Merchants of
the area have told our reporters that the roads are much safer
now a wandering group of Knights dispatched the ne’er-dowells.

FOREIGN NEWS
ISHMA

For the second month running a noble house’s
estate has been attacked just outside Thimon.
Last month a Winterhaven estate was attacked,
this month it was House Edwige.
Sounds of conflict were heard from near a
ruined Edwidge manor outside the city. Locals
saw four powerful men engaging in combat,
one of them being slain, before an Assassin of
some sort killed the trio that survived. When
militia and watch investigate they found the
house had been the base of a cult seeking to
undermine the city and weaken them. Whoever aided Thimon, good job.

THE BARONIES
Stillbourne Islands

A group of Imperial mercenaries
were seen to stumble from the desert this month, dragging unconscious
members of their group and looking battered and cut from countless
fights. Reluctantly they admitted
that they had been unprepared for the
savagery of the country, and swore
that even the rocks themselves had
tried to kill them in their quest.
Those who met their leader, one
Father Prestwick, were astonished
that a man of his calibre couldn’t
make it, but doubtless he was more
concerned for the wellbeing of his
entourage. Espial Darkfeather,
one of the group, was heard to mention obtaining a “Chalice of the
Beastwalker” to help with attacks
from the more aggressive of the local
creatures, before they attempted to
overcome the desert once more.

Desert conquers the Empire

Lights were seen across the sea for several days and
rumours are that Gimly was seen walking on water
between islands, is there no end to the powers of the
Lord Knight ?
Argo has been seen close to the Stillbourne Isles
floating around in the ocean, is the great water
spirit taking a well earned rest or doing something
more sinister.
WaLLASTOVIA
Something stirred deep within the forest. Something
which hungered for blood and in doing so, was fed.
Others like it stood side by side, hidden from sight except for maybe the moonlight glinting off their fangs.
Blood pooled on the floor between them, one knelt
and cast a series of tiny bones. Events were reflected
in the warm, red, mess.
‘Find it, he whispered, ‘find the shard and bring it to
me.’
Slowly they rose and departed into the night.
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ElseWHERE . . .
ARCUS
Following some work on the Foundation Stone of the Tower of High
Magery in Halgar, Asta Khan, Mungo,
Joron and Garrik gathered some allies
to return to Arcus and there travelled
to speak with the Council of Tides,
whilst the council was dispersed they
were able to speak with Pearl~of~th
e~softly~flowing~waters about the
strife that was tearing the world of
Arcus apart.
Accompanied by Lucius D’Etreal,
Milly of the XIIIth, Argo, Blend,
Sticks and Owen Bridgewater the
journey was not without incident,
first attacked by the followers of Air
who lay in ambush, then by hordes of
Demons and a rain of fire, which they
dealt with with the usual mercenary
aplomb when faced with straight up
hostile demonic forces.
It was later discovered that the presence of the Demons, was in part, a
response to the previous presence of
the Earthern Conclave upon Arcus.
The Demons had gained entrance to
Arcus by the opening of the Infernal
Gate by the People of the Flame who
sought to even the scales, believing as
they did that the people of Earth and
Air had both drafted in otherworldly
forces to help them, the Earthern
Conclave and the Cult of Lek respectively, and thus Ruby’s Flamebearer
had finally convinced him that he
would be justified in sanctioning that
last resort of opening the Infernal
Gate. Once opened the denizens of
several fiery hells gained access to
Arcus, a dangerous gamble.

Whispers on the Tides
“This has been a grave mistake, the gate should never have
been opened”
“My lord, it was necessary, Diamond himself travelled to this
world from whence came this Hallows to seek help.”
“But surely these were just those who were enemies of Hallows, not a force sent to bolster Opal.”
“What does it matter my lord?”
“It matters that they will see that we have forfeited our
ancient oaths to protect Arcus from these beings, to do what
we have done? On what is now to be seen as the flimisiest of
pretexts? To give them purchase on ou world?”
“Have faith my lord, with their help we will bring an end to
this war and the world will burn under your flame.”

And Finally: The Gobball Pools

All you have to do is guess where the gobball is. The picture shows
the famous match between the Light Elf Wanderers and the Ebony
Sneaks. 500 Grulls to enter, prize is 5000 Grulls for the nearest. Just
mark your guess with an X and write your name and the elementals
will do the rest. Runner-up prize for the best caption.
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PROPERTY UPDATE
LEASES
GUILDHALLS

Knights of the Watch, Caer Talthar, Alguz
Knights of Legend, Caer Talthar, Alguz
Templars of Gilthoniel, Gothiel
Order of the Stars, Gothiel
Church of Talthar, Mordred’s Rest
The White Lotus, Scarlene
Knights Errant, Scarlene
Knights Errant, Far North
Natural Trust, Stillbourne Isles
NEW TENANTS
Grabnadz Catskinner, laneasing Undiscovered Patch from Avery Stainfinger, Cheapside, Deci
Baron Mojo Majius, Ancient disused ritual chamber (Elemental Place of Power), Deci
Clopan ‘Smiler’, Undiscovered Patch, Halgar
Kaspian Fellows, Trading Premises (Dealer), Halgar
Niveus Sett, Crypt, Halgar
Argo’s Atol (Samila Place of Power), Stillbourne Isles
JOBS & PERSONAL SERVICES
Kurten Staniak is employing an Apprentice Scribe
Martin of Versy is employing an Apprentice Scribe
Asta Khan has engaged a Roadsmith between the Brown Dragon Cathedral (Eartholme) and the Brown Tower of High Magery
(Halgar)
Veigor Graves is employing the Ivory Drave Rapid Response ‘Venture Co. (Mystic Mount)

Everybody’s Talking About . . .
The Good:
Deci: The Catskinners
Gothiel: Asta, Zara, Littar Lionkin, Lament
Halgar: Arycin, Bai-Mei, Cleverleaf, Isaac Sol, Kael,

Geji, Ionnis, Marcus Fenix, Rolan Stief, Lord Ben Winterhaven, Kaspian Fellow, Keelshadow, Lord Urien Be’Akris,
Willoughby Chase, Yeoman Nathaniel, Mojo-Rein Majius,
Private Crepitus (28th), Invictus, Niveus Sett (RIP), Brian,
Fallowfield, Veigor Graves, Timmy, Clopan ‘Smiler’, Merryweather, Mordin, Nock, Hiskek, The Shadow Legion
Scarlene: Mar’Eth, Roy, ‘Rus, Blend, Boo Baker, Laresh,
Shayel, Slinkin’ Thru, Spencer Tuckford
Far North: Slinkin’ Thru, Spencer Tuckford, Malakai,
Anarchus, Joe the Scout, Roy, Shyael, Gully, Thermo
Baronies: Thor, Gimly, Argo, Khaldon, Aven
Here & Elsewhere: Mungo, Garrik, Argo, Lucius,
Milly, Blend, Sticks, Owen Bridgewater, Lord Ben Winterhaven, Kaspian Fellow

The FAMOUS: The Rubicon Reavers have Gobball

fans in uproar as they turn their hands to mercenary work
The Laughable: Jasiah’s apparently lamentable inability to scout out the Sunless is a source of some
mirth in the Baronies

The BAD:

Grandfather Orlov & the Brenduin Clan of the Owil’rha’tha
Dag-Fror-Datha
The Heart of the Dawn
Lichemourne - Tales reach the world of the village of Mills End in the far flung

reaches of rural Halgar having been forced into the Mittlenacht and followers
of Lichmourne perhaps being responsible for the occurrence at the very least being
present...
Night & Day - Selius Delorn rapped his fingers rythmically on the ice laden side of
the throne of Everwinter. Bowed beneath him was the cowed and subjugated form of
Ghelmagarth, once High King of Everwinter. Stood over him, dressed in elaborate frost
encursted armour was Belo, Knight of Winters Fury, and a host of the other dominions
and powers that formed the hierarchy infernal of the Court. Each stood in a circle
around their former king and waited for Selius to act.
“Tell me of Mitoka Tegas”, he said, his voice calm, powerful and self assured. Beneath
him, voice rasping in obvious pain, the former King began to speak, recounting the tale
of his rise to power, his exile, and the plots by which he sought to bring down Elehsvel
Nourune, all those hundreds of years ago. Hours later, and Ghelmagarth safely back in
the dungeons, Selius began to pour through all the information he had gleaned. There
was a lot to consider, and he was beginning to think perhaps this was all rather more
important than discovering the lost Throne of Seasons.
Elsewhere, and Nasan Tolui Tegas, bastard son of Elehsvel Nourune, paced within the
halls of Rekthenan Manor. Things were very much not going to plan. Armies beseiged
his manor, his supply lines were dwindling and barely any progress had been made
in locating the final missing piece of his grand scheme. Mercenaries had even healed
the tear at Hadrell’s Fall and no doubt knew the true fate of Master Hadrell and Illivah
Wyre. The cards, he concluded, were well and truly on the table, and it was about time
he played the next hand...
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